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when someone mentioned that the code was “on github”, it took me a while to realize what they
meant, and where this comment was coming from. it took more time to search for the ida pro

source, and figure out that the comment was referring to the not-yet-released, upcoming version of
ida pro, called ida pro advanced. this is a beta version of ida pro, which will be released on

september 30, and is meant to replace the previous version and the public ida pro which is still in
development. this version, however, is available for testing and analysis on hacked sites for people

who have access to a cracked and hex.deff assembly (dll) files. when someone uses a word like
"transactional" in regards to crackme, it usually means some means of obfuscation that happens

before the attack and probably at the instruction level. some of these are crc alg, "exitfunc", seh alg,
and stuff like that. this is a major feature of the better crackers, that allow them to analyze the code
much easier. this will allow them to not only get a close estimate of the game field, but it will allow

them to fix many problems and/or optimize the gameplay. a step-by-step walkthrough and
breakdown of the crackme was released by everyone in the pokemongo-crack repository. what is

beyond what was expected, however, is that after uploading the updated “cracked” files to github,
the project got out of control, and it’s now merged into the pokemongo repository (the one with hash-
crack on top). for those who are interested in the bugs in the "voltage" samples, we have published

detailed technical reports on them in github, which can be found here: zhang2017_jinst_6;
zhang2017_jinst_7; zhang2017_jinst_8; zhang2017_pg_7; zhang2017_cf_6; zhang2017_myc_6;
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as explained here, apple pay is designed to be sufficiently unintelligible that a malicious merchant
can't deanonymize customers through the use of the token secret. the use of a second hash as a

mac means that simple timing attacks won't result in decryption, so apple pay also makes it
sufficiently time consuming to perform that it's expensive for a merchant to attempt to impersonate

a customer with a stolen token. like typical bank-grade encryption, apple pay uses a key different
from the one used to encrypt the data. the first key, related to the merchant/customer relationship,

is typically kept on-line but the second, related to the transaction, is kept separate. because the
second key isn't visible for the merchant to use as a key, it can't be used to decrypt the payment

request. however, it's unclear whether this is a good thing or a bad thing. anecdotally, customers tell
a merchant their card number and they end up getting a surprise bill for a bitcoin transaction.

thieves also often use javascript libraries such as cryptojs or cryptomini.js to exploit sites like bitcoin
wallets, because javascript hackers can't read binary files using the javascript repl. in some cases,
existing javascript libraries used for attacks get turned into compilers when they're converted to a

smaller size for obfuscation. the live update chat footage showed a very well executed hex dump of
the shared library called librtc.so. the file starts with a version of the.elf file format that was used by

the original android 4.0/jellybean rom for the galaxy s and other samsung android devices. this
shows that this is the original version of the file. the library contains a recursive import %ce%b5 (nul)

function. when executed, it calls the c readme.bin function, which reads a few lines from the
beginning of the binary file. 5ec8ef588b
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